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About This Game

Construct the city of the 21st Century with City Life!
City Life 2008 Edition is a next-generation City Builder. Its 3D game engine provides a level of detail and animation

unprecedented in the City Builder genre, with total freedom of construction. From superb villas in residential neighbourhoods to
imposing skyscrapers in the financial district, design, construct and develop the city of your dreams. Provide comfort and

satisfaction for your citizens by offering them work, health care, entertainment facilities, and much more, and ensure that your
city’s coffers are brimming. It’s up to you to manage your city efficiently, balancing booming development with the problems of

pollution and traffic that this brings. Build a sense of community between the six unique subcultures, or pay the price if their
relationships deteriorate into conflict or riots. You are the architect, mayor and business mogul!

2008 Edition
City Life 2008 Edition contains all the content of the previous versions, adding a further 23 new maps and over 60 new

buildings, including landmarks such as London’s Royal Opera House and St. Paul’s Cathedral. Over 360 buildings are at your
disposal in this latest version. You now have the possibility to import satellite maps, heightmaps, and other user-generated

terrain into the game. Use your imagination to create ever more spectacular towns, or recreate the exceptional cities of the real
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world!
Features

Gigantic city building simulation with high performance 3D engine.

Explore 50 maps in five different environments.

360° camera rotation and zooming allows you to dive into the heart of your city and observe its inhabitants.

Six unique subcultures with specific expectations and needs.

Play in Scenario or Free Mode.

New import tool for satellite maps and heightmaps.

A powerful building creation tool based on a modular system. No technical skills required, only your imagination.
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Title: City Life 2008
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Monte Cristo
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2008

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German
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Its a mediocre attempt at a city building\/managemant game. It is better than some but not good enough to be a worthy
investment. My advise is to just buy tropico or simcity as they do the genre good.. I bought this game because i couldn't find the
trailer song anywhere else on the internet. Turns out that i still can't find the song that is played in the store trailer either; it's not
in the game's music folder and neither is it played while playing the game. If the store music is what you're after, better move
on. There are similar 80s music in the music folder but not nearly as interesting.

From the store's description it seems like an interesting take on city builder sims by delving deeply into the inhabitants
interactions but i dunno how that will pan out in actual gameplay. Certainly not the easiest game to get into.

More detailed review later after i put more hours into it. For now just 5\/10 but i'm leaning towards recommended just because
it's a little different from other city sims i've played.. I could probably get away with saying the games management, you can
place down a house then a business, you can plan out city areas very well, but it has it's deficiencies, i get a lag when i zoom in,
it's not a good feature, the helicopters that aren't simulated, not very well done.
Probably getting lag issues cause i'm on windows 7, but sim city is better than this already, and we all know the disaster with
Sim City not enough space and all that. Cities Skylines is still better at the moment for city building, but of course this game was
released in 2008. I didn't expect much to be honest.. This game for its pricing and age is absolutely amazing truthfully! There is
a little lag in between games which is expected on Windows 8.1 running a game that was from 2008. Once you get
understanding on the business to housing down and benefit the needs of all of your people, it works out great! I would suggest
just reading over the tutorial that is there and testing out things slowly, adding a house here, then a business there and watching
your money as you do so before diving head first into adding lots of houses and businesses.. An expansive tool to add to any city
management gamer's aresenal.
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Bought it on Steam sale, gave it two hours, no rhyme or reason to the AI or actual needs of anything. If you havem't already, just
buy Cities; Skylines and enjoy real city building. This is just Citties xxxlxxxlxxxxl in a cheaper suit.. 3/5
 i am an avid simcity fan, but i am having trouble with this game, can't get the ratios (homes to businesses) right. Soooooo
gooooood game :) and you have to BRAIN... Over all it is just a bad game. Such a great game, check out my videos if you would
like to know how to play it.. shattyest game ever bad graphics you are better off buying cities skylines way better graphics more
detail and just more stuff to do in skylines besides city life 2008 has no fun in it DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY
DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY
DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY
DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT!!!!!!!!!. Terrible game... waste of time and money. There does not
appear to be a random map generator, and you're limited to a tiny corner of the map at the start of each game.

These factors alone are sufficient to make it inferior to the first three SimCity games (Though it is likely still not as bad as
SimCity 4 or SimCity 5).

Also the camera controls are extremely wonky.

Other than that it's pretty clever and good.

In summary, by todays standards it's absolutely great (much better than CIties: Skylines or SimCity 5) but today's standards are
VERY VERY low.. No campaign mode, gets stale quickly, has few buildings and things to do and lacks many of those small
details that would make it more worthwhile like better in-game stats or the ability to rotate buildings
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